
Comfort in chaos…February 28, 2020 
 
 
Joy carriers: 
 
**Upcoming- 
   -Monday, February 24 - Parent/principal meeting - 5:30;7:00 - Presentation and questions 
of current and future programming at Camelot - Commons 
   -Feb. 27 -  All School Band - High School - 7:00 
   -March 13 - End of third quarter 
 
**Attached - Brookings School District Health and Illness Policy - Having our learners stay at 
home is a difficult decision - these guidelines may help.  If you have questions, don't 
hesitate to call Mrs. Jensen at extension 4423. 
 
**Thanks again to all who are utilizing the northeast parking lot for drop-off and pick-
up.  As the snow piles heighten, much safer to access that lot rather than Christine Street on 
the west or the front turnaround.  Thanks again for helping keep all safe. 
 
** Ironically, Chaos Theory attempts to find order in the infinite possibility of each of our 
precious and fleeting moments.  Systems and patterns seemingly absent of stable or 
predictable next, with the now available technology observed for forecast.   This effort is noble 
to provide confidence in control of our destiny for time periods that enable a sense of 
predetermination, highly sought in defining quality of life.  This undertaking, however sincere, 
limits the celebration, the acceptance, the joy of a daily universe of surprise and the 
subsequent happiness of diverse opportunity.  Yes, decision-making benefits from 
prognostication within sound theory and justified rationale - that is good.  But to find flexible 
persistence, ambitious contentment, unsettled definitions...those moments that allow us the 
gratitude of the unknown, let's exalt chaos and find the awe in days that are bewildering 
full.   When our children see our wonder at the randomness and beauty of chaos, they will be 
trapped into an optimism unchallenged.  And they will be fearless to live a hopeful life, always. 
 
Loyal and willing servant to the Brookings and Camelot Community - Kevin                    Do 
the right thing, because it is the right thing to do. 
 

 

 


